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Financial Services Prospectus 

ABOUT US 
The world is changing rapidly.  The legacy financial systems have pivoted from 

being service and customer oriented in years past to being predatory control 
systems dominated by regulators which seek endless transparency and disclosure. 

This threatens the hard earned wealth of families and entrepreneurs.  Privacy is NOT 
criminal.  It’s an inherent God-given right that we all need to cherish and protect.  Let’s 
face it, without privacy there is no security.  So as certain national governments buckle 
under the load of debt, they become ever more ‘creative’ in confiscating wealth.  This 
creates the need for high net worth individuals to ‘Globalize’ their assets and seek more 
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friendly environs and systems to maintain the privacy, security and efficient management 
of their own legacy.  This is the sole reason that MMG Capital Management & Trust (MMG) 
exists.  

MMG has developed its own proprietary financial infrastructure.  This system is an 
internationally compliant financial management system based on using a powerful and 
time tested, non-statutory, private business trust vehicle which offers unusual privacy and 
security. 

Beyond the MMG business trust management systems, MMG principals have travelled the 
globe seeking reliable, like minded partners to provide leading edge, state-of-the-art 
services which not only support our mission but also go far beyond what the traditional 
institutions and financial systems can provide.  This enables MMG clients to access a 
suite of services to support the efficient, productive and profitable management of their 
assets in trust. 

MMG is a boutique consulting firm which puts an emphasis on direct, personal attention 
and 1 on 1 consulting, guidance and management to ensure that we are in sync with the 
clients’ needs and objectives.  
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SERVICES OVERVIEW 
HOLDINGS & PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT - NEXT 
GENERATION ASSET CUSTODY & PROTECTION 

As the primary business trust is funded it may create a network of other entities to hold 
certain hard assets or properties as any holding company would.  Each entity is created 
to serve its own purpose. 

Liquid assets can be applied to create a diversified investment portfolio which may 
include; gold or silver, crypto currencies, commodities, fiat currencies or other assets.   
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An online account management system is used to track holdings, exchange private 
messages, make requests for transfers, etc.   This system functions identical to a robust 
online banking software system which is what it was designed for.  

BANKING 
The MMG business trust has access to a variety of banking options and related services 
which break down as follows;  

•Domestic Banking - 
some clients have a need 
to manage an 
‘operational trust’ which 
has a local bank account 
which they can manage 
for local business activity 
and expenses.  This 
requires a specific entity 
be created for these 
purposes and it offers 
some unique benefits 
and advantages.  

• International Banking - almost all global commerce is international now.  And for 
entrepreneurs who do not deal internationally, security of funds may require having an 
international presence.  This is built in to our systems. 

• Crypto Banking - As crypto currencies become a larger part of the financial landscape 
for many people, there is an increasing need for crypto friendly banking.  MMG clients 
have access.  See below.  

• Gold Banking - Imagine having a bank which allows you to buy a stockpile of gold or 
silver in a Swiss vault which you could sell on a moments notice and sale proceeds of 
fiat directly deposited to either your personal bank account, or deposited to your debit 
card with no spending limit.   
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• Anonymous banking - In the age of surveillance, tracking and full disclosure for control 
purposes, imagine having a private bank account which requires no KYC from you.  
MMG client trust managers have such facilities.  

• Domestic wire coordinates for your international account - Banks are tending to look 
more closely at international wire transfers which leads to questions, which leads to 
reports and then who knows what?  Imagine being able to offer a trading partner 
domestic wire coordinates and having the credit for the transfer appear in your 
international (offshore) account.  MMG clients have access to this facility.  

TRADING  
Managed Trading Accounts:  MMG clients have access to highly professional and 
successful traders who are available to manage a trading account tailored to the needs 
and objectives of the client trust.   Our traders have an experienced and highly trained 
team of technical analysts who track the market on a daily basis and can identify market 
trends as they develop.  Their track 
record is exceptional and results are 
far above ‘the norm’.  You may ask for 
more details on this.  

Self Directed Trading Accounts:  As 
a manager of the trust, you may 
prefer to do your own trading AND 
still have access to the technical 
analysis team to assist you in your 
decisions.   

In either case the account is in the name of the trust and no KYC is required from you 
which gives you a level of privacy and security if not absolute anonymity.   

The trading platform we use is highly advanced, internationally positioned and does not 
accept clients from the USA.  What this means is that there is little to no possibility of any 
form if inquiry coming from that direction.  
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Items on the platform which can be traded are;  

• All the forex pairs 

• The main cryptocurrencies 

• Commodities 

• Oil and Gas 

• Precious metals 

• CFDs on stocks 

• Indices 

Let us help build a portfolio for 
you which is sure to beat the market averages by a long shot!  And when you do it in the 
MMG system, it grows tax free! 

CRYPTO BANKING 
Our crypto friendly bank is a bridge connecting fiat and crypto.  You may send in a bank 
wire transfer of US dollar, Euro or GBP and convert it instantly to Bitcoin, Ethereum, Tether 
or other cryptos.  Or you may hold those cryptos in the bank wallet, covert it and send 
out a bank wire in fiat from the account.    Our partner is a crypto friendly bank which is 
an all in one solution for fiat and digital assets.  

This Bank offers a well structured, compliant and regulated financial architecture to 
provide us with services giving strong advantages in the digital transformation of the 
global economy.   This is a borderless ecosystem giving instant access to all your digital 
and fiat assets in one place. 
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The trust may set up an independent account with unique log in credentials exclusive 
only to the trustee and manager and again, no further KYC would be required of you.   

 GOLD BANKING 
More than just a gold or silver dealer, our Swiss Gold Bank allows clients’ vaulted gold and 
silver holdings to be accessible on traditional banking systems  by allowing clients to 
convert their gold to cash in real time 24/7/365.   

Here, you can accumulate gold or silver in your personal account and move it over 
internally into the trust account for added protection from predators.  When needed, it 
can be transferred back to your private account and liquidated for cash as needed.  Fiat 
currency can be sent directly to your private bank account, the trust bank account or 
have it put on a debit card where you can spend it without limits.  Want to buy a Ferrari 
with a debit card?  You can do it! 

Do you have a trading partner who prefers to be paid in gold rather than fiat?  Pay them in 
gold with instant bar and coin transfers to his account internally in the system.   Privacy 
doesn’t get any better than this!   

This provider maintains the highest grade data security and encryption stored on private 
servers in Switzerland’s safest data center.  
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This is only a glimpse into our world of private asset management.  We can offer a 
series of insightful and educational videos which dive deeper into this fascinating 
arena if you are hungry for more.  

Reach out to us on the contact page of mmg.world to begin a conversation.  

Yours in Privacy & Prosperity 

Mark - Founder & CEO 
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